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Abstract. We consider that the biopolymer chain forms intramolecular contacts at the expense of losing
conformational freedom. By means of a cohesive arithmetic method we have analysed the feasible
base pairing contact patterns in nucleotide subsequences from untangled to knotted biopolymer chains.
The procedure associates complementary integers to each of the two W-C base pairings of the four
bases that integrate the homologous sequences. Given the number of the basic building blocks and the
quantities of each of the nucleotides in the biopolymer, the unfolded sequence is obtained searching
for the admissible Hamiltonian paths of different lengths under the penalisation of any zipping and/or
stacking of base pairing processes. Finally, by comparing backward and forward readings in the obtained
unfolded sequences we could individualize certain structural features of biological interest which are
deployed in scientific papers about nucleic acids (J. P. Sheehy et. al., RNA, 16(2):417-429 (2010); A.
Fernández, B. Niel and T. Burastero, Biophysical Chemistry, 74(2):89-98 ( 1998)).
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1 INTRODUCTION

We consider that the biopolymer chain forms intramolecular contacts at the expense of los-
ing conformational freedom. Thethermodynamic tenetthat “any feasible folding event for loop
closure undergoes an enthalpic loss smaller than the entropic contribution ”, e.g.Fernández,
A., and Cendra, H.(1996) and the compilation of thethermodynamic parametersin oligonu-
cleotides, e.g.Sheehy et al.(2010) allow us to deploy certain statements for a comprehensive
analysis in single stranded biopolymer folding events. Furthermore, sincebiopolymer folding
is an expeditious process taking place within timescales incommensurably shorter than ergodic
times(Fernández, A., Niel, B., and Burastero, T., 1998) we assert three statements in order
to replicate a least effort principle reflecting stepwise minimization of the conformational en-
tropy cost with concurrent maximization of the base-pairing contacts for each folding event. By
means of a cohesive arithmetic method we examine the feasible base pairing contact patterns
(BPPs) in nucleotide subsequences from untangled to knotted oligonucleotides. For the four
RNA nucleotides we adopt the standard notationG, C, A, U, whereG = guanosine,C =
cytosine,A = adenine andU= uracil, or eventuallyT = thymine for DNA residues. The
Watson-Crick base pairing based upon the complementarityG − C andA−U (or eventually
A − T). The procedure associates complementary integers to each of the two base pairings
of the monomers that integrate the homologous sequences, (e.g.G∼ bnt

2
c + 1 andC∼ bnt

2
c,

A∼ bnt
2
c+2 andT(U)∼ bnt

2
c−1; nt number of units). Givennt and the quantities of each of

the monomers in the biopolymer, the unfolded sequence is obtained searching for the admissible
Hamiltonian paths of ordernt − 1 (or nt − ud, in case ofud discarded units) under the penal-
ization of any zipping and/or stacking of elementary base pairing contacts. In other words, sub-
sequences like -GCGCGCGCGC-, -AUAUAUAUAU-,-GCAUGCAUGCAU- are
forbidden in the unravelled chain, because they beget by a kink or twisted turn the formation
of zippers or stems of base-pairings (bps). On the contrary, in order to contrive a sequence that
folds onto itself it is imposed the crucial definitions of cooperative and associative wrapping
effects (Fernández, A., 2010). Herein, we propel the folding process under the following as-
sumptions: the cooperative effect in the loop formations when the entropy loss associated to a
loop closure of determined length is computed following the approach inFernández, A., Niel,
B., and Burastero, T.(1998). This involves the re-scaling of the effective loop lengths with
the consequent short, medium and long term interactions during the folding stages. Further-
more, we impose that each base-pair, e.g.AU, GC as well as any of the specific quartets built
by the four basesGCAU, and its cyclic permutations, shorten the end to end distance of the
nucleotide sequence. Therefore, after the resolution of this special combinatorial problem of
searching for the Watson-Crick complementary regions with antiparallel orientation, the base
pairing contact matrix (BPPM) or the comparison of backward and forward readings in the
obtained unfolded sequences allow us to individualize certain structural features of biological
interest which are deployed in scientific papers about nucleic acids (Sheehy et al., 2010; Lu et
al., 2006; Wieczorech, K. P. et al., 2006; Kulinski, T. et al., 2003; Fernández, A., and Cendra,
H., 1996; Zarrinkar, P. P., and Williamson, J. R., 1994).
We set in the context of this work in the preliminaries, Abstract and INTRODUCTION. §2
deploys THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY. The main statements of the technique are at
§2.1 “A cohesive arithmetic algorithm”. While in §2.2 “Matrices and Base Paring contact Pat-
terns” we choose BPPMs to sketch the oligonucleotide secondary structure motifs. §3 DIRECT
APPLICATIONS TO OLIGONUCLEOTIDES shows unsophisticated applications of the pro-
cedure. Finally, we set forth the scope of our proposal in §4 CONCLUSIONS.
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2 THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

We assume that the biopolymer built by four residues folds by cooperative bp contacts of si-
multaneous occurrence in distinctive domains of the macromolecule. Therefore, the secondary
structure of oligonucleotides play a key role in the wrapping and folding process. The biophys-
ical scenery of the chain is nearly the same of a polyelectrolyte in solution. The conformational
space is resolved at the level of the transitions between base pairing contact patterns (BPPs).
Every folding step is defined by a cooperative equilibrium between loop formation and base
pairing (bp) stacking (stem). Consequently, each effective stage undegoes local minimization
of the loss in conformational freedom and maximization of the number of intramolecular con-
tacts. The rate determining step is the entropy loss (∆Sloop) associated to a loop closure. The
admissible loop motifs are: bulge, hairpin, eightshape or internal, and pseudoknot. Furthermore,
the entropy change is a function of the number of the unpaired bases in the loop (Fernández, A.,
and Cendra, H., 1996). On the other hand, the released heat for the bp stackings is proportional
to the number of the fastened bridges.

2.1 A cohesive arithmetic algorithm

Let nt be the number of monomers that made up the oligonucleotide, and letqG, qC, qA

andqU(T), denote the respective quantities of the basesG, C, A andU(T). The unfolded nu-
cleotide sequence is built by breaking away the cooperative and complementary rules to deter
the formation of any sequentially coiled structure. Therefore, we built the untangled maximal
sequence by hampering the turnsAU, GC, UA, CG, the tetraloopGACU, and its 23 per-
mutational structural motifs; the kinkGGGC, and each of its twisted motifs as well as their
respectiveCCCG complementary quartets. We impose a cohesive arithmetic for each base-
pairing, it is done to maintain the sequence ends nearby in a globular array. For example, ifG,
C, A andU are the nucleotides, “the complementary associated integers ”, noted ase(G),
e(C), e(A), e(U), are given after the selection of one of the following equations for specific
ki 6= kj integers:

e(C) = kj ; e(G) = nt − kj 1 ≤ kj ≤ bnt

2
c

kj 6= ki

e(A) = ki ; e(U) = nt − ki 1 ≤ ki ≤ bnt

2
c

(1)

or

e(G) = kj ; e(C) = nt − kj 1 ≤ kj ≤ bnt

2
c

kj 6= ki

e(U) = ki ; e(A) = nt − ki 1 ≤ ki ≤ bnt

2
c

(2)

First Main Statement: The “cohesive condition ”, Eq. (1) or Eq. (2), establishes that
the tetraloopGACU and its circular reorderings are always feasible tetraloop motifs indepen-
dently of the whole numbers of monomers that build the nucleotide sequences. Normallynt is
odd, seeMaizel et al.(1981).
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For example, the fundamental penalizations ofG-C and A-U base pairing bindings for
kj = bnt

2
c, andki = bnt

2
c − 1, in Eq. (1), are the structural motifs in Table2 at page9.

Focusing on physical chemistry aspects, the “cohesive condition”, i.e. Eq.1 or Eq.2, defines
a complementary potential between anionic and cationic ligand bindings.

If S = {· · ·U,G,G,A, · · ·AG, · · ·U,C,C, · · ·C, · · · } is anarbitrary sequenceof an odd
numbernt of residues, “the integer associated to the sequenceS ”, denotede(S) is given by

e(S) =
nt∑

i=1

e(Ni) (modulon), hereinNi is the nucleotide (residue) located atith position inS.

Let Sm : {N1, N2, · · · , Nm} be a finite sequence of residuesNi. A “proper subsequence” of
Sm is every subsequenceSjr such that:Sjr : Nj, Nj+1, · · · , Nj+r−1, Nj+r for 1 ≤ j ≤ m and
r ≥ 0 with j + r < m if j = 1, andj + r ≤ m if j > 1.

Second Main Statement: “ the arithmetic algorithm”: An arbitrary sequenceSnt :
{N1, N2, · · · , Nnt} of nt residuesNi determines a closed unfolded sequence of ordernt, de-
noted by(UF )nt

◦ , if and only if any proper subsequence has associated integer neithernt nor a
multiple ofnt ande(S) ≡ 0.

Let (UF )m
∼ stand for any open unfolded sequence of orderm less than or equal tont − 1 .

Meanwhile,Lm
◦ denotes a loop motif builds bym nucleotides.

The single stranded oligonucleotides fold and coil onto themselves until the final compact
biological structure. The understanding of the folding process involves enormous widespread
data of distinctive scientific works. Particularly, those papers devoted to the study of the sec-
ondary structure motifs of the kinetic intermediates in the folding and wrapping process. Herein,
enormous efforts are strained in biological and thermodynamic parameter updated compilation
(Sheehy et al., 2010); (Lu et al., 2006); (Fernández, A., 2010) as well as those consecrated to
biotechnology or bioengineering developments (Fernández, A., 2010).
We focus on the secondary structure of single stranded oligonucleotides, released in differ-
ent scientific works (Zarrinkar, P. P., and Williamson, J. R., 1994), (Kulinski, T. et al., 2003),
since the rate-determining step is the synchronous loop and stem formations in a multidomain
scenery. Consequently, “the dominant folding pathway, the brachistochrone, at each stage min-
imized the entropy loss associated with loop closure with a synchronic maximization of the
number of effective base-pairing contacts” (Fernández, A., and Niel, B., 1997; Fernández, A.,
Niel, B., and Burastero, T., 1998). Then, the understanding of the biopolymer folding process
begeted at a roughly level of the (BPPs) has equivalent explanations by base-pairing contact
matrices (BPPMs) as transitions of quasi-equilibrium states in the conformational space of a
given arbitrary primary sequence.

Third Main Statement: “Max. Order & Redundance vs Uniqueness”: It is given the
quantities ofG (qG), C (qC), A(qA), andU (qU) of an arbitrary sequence of nucleotides the
unfolded sequence could not exist at the maximumnt length. Then, it is necessary the procedure
searchs for the unfolded sequences of ordernt − 1 or nt − ud, ud the number of discarded
residues. Moreover, under the same relative quantities of nucleotides, even if they abide the
Chargaff ’s rules, the arithmetic algorithm could bring forth various uncoiled sequences.
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2.2 Matrices and Base Paring contact Patterns

The completary integer dualities given in Table2 at page9 bring forth many loops and open
unfolded nucleotide sequences1, for specified residue quantities, e.g.A(C)nt−3, (A)z(C)nt−3z,
A(C)nt−4AGG, A(GC)bnt

2
c−1, AGA(C) nt−5, 5’t(CA)nt−1

4
GG(UG)nt−1

4
−13’, 5’(C)nt−7

CA CCUG3’, 5’tG G A (C)nt−7AG G3’, 5’t(CA)nt−3
4

CC(UG)nt−3
4

3’, 5’(GU)b p
2
c−i

GG (AC)b p
2
c−(i+1) A (C)2l A (CA)i CC (UG)i3’ for p odd, and 0 ≤ i ≤ bp

2
c − 1,

nt = 2p + 1 + 2l. In constrast, ifp is even, and0 ≤ i ≤ p
2
− 1 the unfolded sequences

are: 5’t(GU) p
2
−i−1 CC (AC) p

2
−2−i A (C)2lA (CA)i CC (UG)i+13’ and 5’t(GU) p

2
−1−i

GG (AC) p
2
−i−1 A (C)2lA (CA)i GG (UG)i3’, whennt = 2p + 1 + 2l. Worthy of note is

the fact that the various unfolded sequences of the last three examples exist whichever be the
odd numbernt of residues. Clearly, these uncoiled sequences are independent of the quantity
qC if the number of unitnt in the arbitrary sequences surpasses the minimal number of units
ntmin = 2p + 3, i.e. nt ≥ 2p + 3.

Alphabetic palindromes are recognized as diagonal lines in the lower left to upper right direc-
tion in a self comparative BPPM. An example is 5’tGGA(C)2lAGG3’, that is 5’tGGA(C)l
and (C)lAGG starting at 2nd and(l + 5)th positions, respectively, see Table1. In spite of the
apparently no biological relevance this kind of motif in a self comparison matrix reveals the
reversing matches in distinctive regions of the primary or secondary structures of the oligonu-
cleotides.

nt1 nt2 nt3 nt4 nt5 nt6 nt7 nt8 nt9
t G G A C C A G G

t
G G G G G
G G G G G
A A A
C C C
C C C
A A A
G G G G G
G G G G G

Table 1: Alphabetic palindromeGGACCAGG along the nonmatching diagonal.

The proposed algorithm complies withMaizel et al.(1981) rules in order to analyzed the BPP
transitions. Specifically, these authors quoted: “...Comparison of the sequence with its reversed
complement reveals regions of self-complementarity that can be involved in the formation of
secondary structure in single-stranded molecules...”.

An oligonucleotide is a palindrome if the reading from left to right and the reading from right
to the left on its complementary results unit by unit the same, e.g. 5’· · · ACCUt· · · tAGGU
· · · 3’. It is a palindrome, since its complementary sequence· · ·UGGAt · · · tUCCA· · ·
read from the right to left coincides with the original one (Bachellier, S. et al., 1999).

1A comma keeps apart distinct unfolded sequences. Furthermore, open unfolded sequences starts at 5’t and
ends at 3’.
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3 DIRECT APPLICATIONS TO OLIGONUCLEOTIDES

In this section, we prompt the cohesive arithmetic procedure to comprehend certain features
that appear in the kinetic intermediates in the biopolymer folding. It is an expeditious process
(Fernández, A., and Niel, B., 1997). The folding and wrapping of nucleotide chains at the level
of the base-pairing contact as quasi-states of the thermodynamic equilibrium should take place
by cooperative effective base-pairing contacts in order to shorten the end to end unfolded chain
distance (Fernández, A., 2010). Hence, at each step the folding process the cooperative and
associative contacts update the real distance between scattered units, seeFernández, A., and
Cendra, H.(1996). The orientation of the residues in long biopolyner sequences involves the
existence of differentiated regions. Consequently, distinctive regions entail a necessary accom-
paniment of the cohesive arithmetics.

Table2 shows algorithm renderings for the cohesive conditionkj = bnt

2
c andki = bnt

2
c−1,

in Eq. (2) at page3. Herein, a “worthy fact” is the loops independence of the odd number de
unitsnt in the studied nucleotide subsequence. The current complementary arithmetic exhibits
that in the set of nucleotide sequences built byqU = qC = qA = 3, andqG = 2 , UCUC and
GAGA are antiparallel complementary subsequences. Furthermore, the unfolded sequence
UCUCAAGAGU with baseC discarded has a structural motif demanding greater entropy
cost than the stacking of both antiparallel subsequences with the synchronous triloop forma-
tion in UCUC(ACU)GAG A. In this oligonucleotideUCU CACUGAGA the algorithm
renders the kinetic intermediates:UCUC(ACUG)AGA andUCUCA(CUGA)GA. Both
have feasible tetraloop formation, (between parenthesis). The first one with a stem of three lig-
ands with an isolated base,U. The second one folds with one mismatch and two unpaired bases
UC. It is easily discarded because its enthalpic change does not surpass the entropy cost. A
caveat is reasonable in the equilibrium coexistence ofUCUC(ACU)GAGA andUCUC(A
CUG)AGA. This requires a fine comparison of the available thermodynamic data in the same
environmental of replication conditions.

nt ∼ odd b-p motifs refs.

∀ nt A U W-C -
∀ nt G C W-C -
∀ nt A C U G Tetraloop(L4

◦) 13th Tab. 1 inSheehy et al.(2010)
∀ nt A G GG Tetraloop(L4

◦) Tab. 1& 2 in Sheehy et al.(2010)
nt ≥ 7 U C U C A C L6

◦ pg. 424 inSheehy et al.(2010)
nt ≥ 7 U G G A C C L6

◦ 15th Tab. 3 inSheehy et al.(2010)
nt ≥ 7 U G A G A G L6

◦ 30th Tab. 2 inSheehy et al.(2010)
nt = 11 U C U C A A G A G U L10

◦ -

Table 2: Arithmetic cohesive motifs forP5 triloop in sunYL-13 ribozyme, e.g.Fernández, A., Niel, B., and
Burastero, T.(1998); Fernández, A., and Cendra, H.(1996).

Accordingly, a BPPM in Table3 at page7 illustrates theP5 triloop region in sunYL-13 ri-
bozyme, e.g. seeFernández, A., Niel, B., and Burastero, T.(1998), Fig. 3 at page 95;Fer-
nández, A., and Cendra, H.(1996), Fig. 1 at pg. 338. In this secondary structure, ten of the
fourteen labeled phosphate domains, are cooperative folding events feasible of been roled by
the cohesive arithmetics in Table2. P3 andP7 domains are engaged in a three dimensional
motif, a pseudoknot, it is not under analysis in the present work.
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Moreover, the domain labeled byP8, 5’...CAACUCUAAGAGUUG...3’, in sunYL-13
ribozyme is a quite similar study case to the structural motifP5.

S n1 n2 n3 n4 n5 n6 n7 n8 n9 n10 n11

U C U C A C U G A G A
U U U U ∗
C C C C ∗
U U U U ∗
C C C C ∗
A A ∗ A A
G � G G
U U U ∗ U
G ∗ G G
A ∗ A A A
G ∗ G G
A ∗ A A A

Table 3:P5 triloop in sunYL-13 ribozyme, e.g. seeFernández, A., Niel, B., and Burastero, T.(1998); Fernández,
A., and Cendra, H.(1996).

In this two paragraphs, we focus on the subsequence that starts up 13th and ends at 31th posi-
tions in the secondary structure of the L-21 Sca I ribozyme inZarrinkar, P. P., and Williamson,
J. R.(1994), Fig. 2 A, at page 919. A comparison of the first half of units of this oligonucleotide
with its reversed complementary subsequence reveals a self-complementary region involved in
the formation of a hairpin. Its BPPM is shown in Table4. This matrix array doubled up at the
asterisk line makes up the stem and loop zones distinguishable along the main diagonal. Specif-
ically, this motif is unveiled by diagonal lines in the upper left to lower right directionCAGG
beginning at position 14th is self-complementary toCCUG beginning at position 24th. There
is a 2-fold symmetry on either side of the nonmatching diagonal that runs from the lower left
to the upper right corners that is useful in recognizing the regions of self-complementarity. The
two subsequences that could bind are identified by projecting vertical lines from the ends of
the two diagonal segments to the horizontal (forward) sequence. Then, the loop is built by
the nucleotidesCAUGCA while its nearest neighbors areG andC that initiated the stacked
base-pairing of the zipper (stem zone) of this secondary structure, see Table4, at page8.

The assume cohesive arithmetic algorithm prompts a re-scaling of distance amongst units
sinceCAUGCA should be reduced to a coiled motif in any case because of the existence of
elemental and/or stable tetraloops2: C(AU)(GC)A; C(AUGC)A; CA(UGCA). Further-
more, if the nearest neighbor are added in the analysis the re-scaling of distances is of similar
order of magnitude, since: (GC)(AU)(GC)AC; (GC)A(U GCA)C; (G(C( AU)G)C)AC
and (G C)A(U(G C)A)C. The same scenery is appliable to theP5c domain, 5’...CCUUGC
AAGG.... The algorithm entails a natural re-scaling of distance from the nested inward to
outward bp contacts, i.e. 5’... (C(C(U(U(GC)A)A)G)G)... which amongs the feasible con-
formations it involves the zipping up of the bases.

2Here the bases between parenthesis stand for bp contacts.
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In addition, Table2 complementary arithmetic, strains the existence of the tetraloop motif
AGGG and its four permutations, i.e.GGGA, GAGG andGGAG. Obviously, their
respective complementary tetraloops are feasible motifs, e.g.UCCC. These quartets are more
vitals in the secondary structures studied in the papersKulinski, T. et al.(2003); De Gregorio,
E. et al.(2006); Schnare1, M. N. et al.(1996). Precisely, inDe Gregorio, E. et al.(2006),
the secondary structure of Yersinia palindromic sequences have distinctive multidomains with
hairpins sired byGGGA andUCCC tetraloops as essential features. Hence, the duality of
the cohesive arithmetic enclosed in Table2 could mimic therein the intramolecular bindings
amongst units. Furthermore, the TAR hairpin structure of the HIV-1 and HIV-2 of extensive
scientific interest could respond to this cohesive intramolecular attraction (Amann, R. I. et al.,
1990; Wieczorech, K. P. et al., 2006). Aims that we deal with in a subsequent work.

S n1 n2 n3 n4 n5 n6 n7 n8 n9 n10 n11 n12 n13 n14 n15

t C A G G C A U G C A C C U G
t
C C C C C C ∗
A A A A ∗
G G G G ∗ G
G G G ∗ G
U U ∗ U
G G G ∗ G
C C C ∗ C C C
A A A ∗ A
U ∗ U U
G G G ∗ G
C C ∗ C C C C
C C ∗ C C C C
U ∗ U U
G ∗ G G G

Table 4: BPPM of 1st stem-loop in L-21 Sca I ribozyme:Zarrinkar, P. P., and Williamson, J. R.(1994).

In contrast, inZarrinkar, P. P., and Williamson, J. R.(1994), ref. Fig. 2 at pg. 919, the sec-
ondary structure of the L-21 Sca I ribozyme has the hairpin loop labeled byP5b, 5’...G[G(GA
A A)C]UU UG...3’, and the eightshaped motif at the end of the chain, both patterns hold the
tetraloop first positioned in Table 1 ofSheehy et al.(2010), i.e.GAAA, with the nearest neigh-
bor bp or closing base pairingC-G. In addition,P6b stem loop 5’... GUCAACAGA(UCU
U) CU...3’ are domains compatible with the cohesive condition given forkj = bn

2
c − 1,

and ki = bn
2
c in Eq. (2), see Table5. A multidomain scenery is compatible with this

associative arithmetics. It makes evenly putative the existence of the tetraloops:U CAG,
GAAA, UUUC, as well as their equivalent permutations. These feasible tetraloop forma-
tions and the elemental bp stackings have cooperative effects with the re-scaling of the dis-
tance amongst units. The first eightshaped motif (bulge plus a heptaloop) in the secondary
structure of the L-21 Sca I ribozyme is a neat example. Precisely, in the oligonucleotide
5’...AAACCAAUAGAUUGCAU CGGUUU... these cooperative events shorten the ef-
fective distance to 5’...AAACCAAGU GUUU..., refers to the 10th row in Table5.
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nt ∼ odd b-p motifs refs.

∀ nt A U W-C -
∀ nt G C W-C -
∀ nt ACUG Tetraloop(L4

◦) 13th Tab. 1 Sheehy et. al.
∀ nt GAAA Tetraloop(L4

◦) 1st Tab. 1 Sheehy et. al.
∀ nt UCUU Tetraloop(L4

◦) -
nt ≥ 7 GGACCU L6

◦ -
nt ≥ 7 GAACUU L6

◦ -
nt ≥ 7 (AC)3C ; G(UG)3 L7

◦ -
nt ≥ 7 5’tCCAAGUG (UF )7

∼ -
nt ≥ 9 CCAAGUGU L8

◦ -
nt ≥ 9 U GGAACCU L8

◦ -
nt ≥ 13 5’t(CU)3CCAAGG (UF )12

∼ -
nt ≥ 13 UGGAACCACAGU L12

◦ -
nt ≥ 15 5’tCU GGAACCACAGAC (UF )14

∼ -

Table 5: Loops and untangled strings forkj = bn
2 c − 1, andki = bn

2 c in Eq. (2).

4 CONCLUSIONS

Biopolymer folding is an efficient process but of elusive theoretical underpinnings. Para-
mount theme in bioenginneering, therefore there are huge widespread scientific and technolog-
ical information. Our approach roughly reflects certain cooperative events at the level of the
base pairing contacts in oligonucleotides. Nevertheless, the environmental conditions for its
validation could be differentiated. Consequently, we must struggle further on this aspects. The
proposed algorithm could be used for the design of oligonucleotide probes once its overcome
tough tests.
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